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Finale Inventory for

Multi-Channel Ecommerce Sellers
products) giving you complete transparency.
With Finale in place, businesses will have the
proper foundation to scale their operations and
focus on their growth.
After setting-up the initial marketplace in Finale,
the time required to set-up an additional
marketplace is negligible. You can have the new
marketplaces running in Finale in just a few
moments. You can increase your merchandizing
profile by adding new products lines or selling
kits comprised of existing products.

Finale Inventory’s online, cloud-based solution
removes the complexity of selling on multiple
marketplaces by managing incoming and
outgoing orders in one place. From
purchasing, inventory control, shipping and
order fulfillment, Finale helps businesses
simplify all aspects of their ecommerce
operations saving money and time with
improved efficiency, accuracy and reporting.
Through integration with ShipStation, Finale
consolidates orders from your selling channels
(Amazon, eBay and common shopping carts) to
keep track of your inventory stock levels in a
central location. Having all the critical data in
one place empowers you to make business
decisions based on global information, which
you can access from anywhere in seconds.
Finale keeps tracks of inventory stock levels
and allows the warehouse team to know where
to find stock in the warehouse. Finale keeps
track of the inventory by sublocations and by
bins. Pull sheets with bin-location information
make the picking process more efficient.
Finale’s integrated barcode scanner solution
supercharges the warehouse efficiency while
reducing human error.
Do you sell stock that requires tracking lot or
serial number information? No problem.
Finale makes it easy to keep per-stock-unit
information from the start (receiving or
manufacturing) to finish (shipping the

Finale provides powerful tools reduce the time
spent in the purchasing process and to eliminate
stock outs while giving you tighter control on
your on hand inventory. With Finale, you can set
quantity thresholds and reorder quantities.
Finale will tell you when it’s time to order more,
and will automatically construct the purchase
orders for you on a per-supplier basis
Finale offers an intuitive yet powerful solution to
enable multi-channel online retailors to increase
revenue, decrease costs, and increase
efficiency. We will assist you to achieve your
goals with unsurpassed customer service.
Contact us today and learn how Finale can help
take your business to the next level.

"We leverage ShipStation for order fulfillment and found the Finale Inventory to
be a perfect complement to keeping accurate stock counts. Going forward, I can
focus on other aspects of the business as our inventory management operations
is now more streamlined and efficient."”
Omar Cordero, CEO, StrongerRX

Finale Capabilities
ShipStation Integration. Finale's inventory management
solution is the perfect complement to ShipStation. Add Finale
Inventory to keep track of your stock on hand without changing
anything with your existing shipping process. Using
ShipStation's API, Finale communicates with ShipStation behind
the scenes to keep accurate inventory stock levels from orders
shipped within ShipStation.

Turnkey Mobile Barcode Solution. Finale’s custom scanner
software works with any Windows mobile barcode scanner to
allow warehouse workers to perform warehouse operations
quickly with fewer errors. Functions such as receiving,
picking, conducting stock takes, and stock transfers are quick
and easy. After they’re finished, simply sync from the scanner
to Finale making the changes available to everyone.

Lot and Serial Number Tracking. Finale Inventory allows you
to create and track your products via batches, lots, or serial
number. Finale ensures clear traceability of your products and
makes it easy to track per-product information from receiving
to shipping.

Kitting. Finale's convenient kitting feature allows you to sell
kits without having to pre-assemble them. Easily create bill of
materials for what you’d like to sell. Finale will decrement
inventory stock levels of the child products when a kit is sold
and shipped.

Powerful Reordering Functionality. Use the reorder
functionality to set reordering thresholds for each product to
avoid stock-outs. Our reorder module quickly calculates what
needs to be ordered for any given supplier to save you
valuable time creating the purchase orders.

QuickBooks integration. Finale directly integrates with both
QB Desktop and QB Online to ensure all information between
the two systems remains consistent. Finale syncs down
information such as purchase orders, sales invoices, customers,
and supplier information to allow your Finance team to continue
using QB for bookkeeping while avoiding double entry of data.
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